[Appendix A] WGCNA networks for immune diseases
The data were collected for 27 immune diseases. We acquired disease terms from the immune disease category of MeSH: the abbreviation for medical subject headings of the National Library of Medicine. It has a controlled vocabulary thesaurus for disease names in the form of a taxonomy. When considering up to the second level of the taxonomy, there are 27 descriptors for immune diseases out of the 4,663 listed diseases. Table A1 shows the list of 27 immune diseases and number of disease related WGCNA datasets. In our experiment, 10-fold cross validation were used to calculate AUC: among disease genes (labeled), 10% of genes were hold as labeled and the rest 90% were treated as unlabeled like other non-disease genes. AUC is calculated for those unlabeled disease genes.
Semi-Supervised Learning is transductive learning (Chapelle, et al., 2009; Zhu, 2006) . This means both training samples and test samples are used in learning at the same time. Only a difference between training samples and test samples is whether the sample is labeled or not. In transductive modeling, the learning procedure exploits information on input structure mostly from unlabeled samples, since a majority of samples are unlabeled. The learning scheme is well suit to our problem: only a few genes are labeled as disease genes, but the rest majority of genes are unlabeled. If a new set of genes is given, transductive learning would rerun with those new genes. There are lots of algorithms to replace the re-learning with minor learning with an additive procedure to the learned model (Joachims, 1999; Joachims, 2003; Zhu, et al., 2003) , but re-running the model becomes trivial with computing power in these days. In our experiment, it took only few minutes to obtain updated results when a new gene was introduced to the existing network. Figure B1 shows the Effect of adding WGCNA networks to the backbone network for immune diseases. As the WGCNA networks were added on the backbone network, performance gradually increased. The square marked as red shows the AUC of backbone network. 25712009, 15128701, 21206697, 19077707, 19663668, 29251255 MS4A2 24039878, 24838642, 21320344, 19824886, 21734400, 16839402 HRH1 25909280, 25295384, 20394512 
